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But first, a case study: data (subject) loss to CNS 

Squeezing the profiling lemon, for many years Monopulley, with our customers’ opt-out consent to 

anything in their vital interests they don’t know about, have “shared” our customer data with 

companies carefully selected on the basis of how much they can pay us. All of our data subjects 

are in dire financial need, if only after they use our products, so we have preserved their vital 

interests by selling their data to the market leader in short term personal loans: a blue-chip EU-

based multinational conglomerate of unparalleled reputation. It has been around for centuries, 

headquartered in Southern Italy, and weathered the financial crisis effortlessly. Though it prizes 

personal liability to excess, no healthy customer would question the health of Cosa Nostra Sas. 

Regrettably, due to employee error the last monthly data feed was sent to CNS’ Dispute Resolution 

Division instead of their Payday Loans Division, resulting in loss of data subjects. Although this 

week we lost only 0.001% of our data subjects, unkind media are describing this jump in turnover 

of house ownership as a “bloodbath”, while the Board is worried about market share. 

Unfortunately the feed’s original governance architect has mislaid his privacy impact assessment. 

Compliance (yourselves) have tracked this forgetful fellow (the presenter) down to this room, and 

are using Compliance’s mediaeval arts to “encourage” him to reconstruct the CNS data feed 

governance architecture today – before the regulators, Interpol, and US Attorney arrive tomorrow. 
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First case study – before we’ve learned how? 

 

Don’t panic! 

The presenter will: 

  create and validate the CNS data feed component of the governance 

architecture, then 

 run a breach report simulation and quantified risk analysis  against it. This is 

to give you a sneak preview of the scope of what you’ll be learning later. 

 

So sit back and relax... 

 

... But remember... you’ll be doing this for yourself by the end of the course. 
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Governance Architecture and “what-if” modelling 

Assume that our nominal worst-case payday-loan applicant data subject, a Mr 

G Downing of 11 Osborne  St, Whitehall, London, has chosen to “emigrate” 

to a succession of jurisdictions in an ambitious effort to evade the CNS 

dispute resolution team: to Ontario, then British Columbia, then New York.  

In the governance architecture, reset the data subject domicile in the CNS 

Privacy Impact Assessment successively from UK-EAW to CA-ON, CA-BC, 

and US-NY. In each case re-run the governance risk evaluation, and re-

examine the breach report for changes to breach predictions/quantified risks. 

More “what-if” modelling: reduce the data scopes metadata to name, finance, 

and contact information. Run the risk evaluation again and view the effects.  

Now model future enactment of GDPR and FISA amendments to PIPEDA. Go 

to Custom Rules and set “TODAY” to 1 July 2017. Crunch the numbers again 

for the various jurisdictions and view the changed deliverables. 

 


